
 
 

Are You “Perfect?” 
Leading Under Scrutiny 

 
“Fall down seven times, get up eight.” – Japanese proverb                                                                                                

 
The Perfect Storm 
Have you noticed that our culture has become so obsessed with perfection in election 
cycles that any flaw a person has is made into a major deterrent?  He had a cold and 
sniffles. She cleared her throat too much. He mispronounced one word. She missed one 
answer in a lightening Q&A session. He had a typographical error.  She was diagnosed 
with cancer.  He let his temper get the best of him under stress once.  The list goes on… 
 
If you want a perfect leader in a political office, don't vote for any human being.  There is 
no perfect person in leadership today... nor a perfect voter for that matter! Fallible people 
vote for and elect fallible people.  Individuals who try to appear perfect usually anger 
somebody.  Eleanor Roosevelt said, "Curiously enough, it is often the people who refuse 
to assume any responsibility who are apt to be the sharpest critics of those who do."  
 
Simon Cowell is a very well-known reality television judge, entrepreneur and 
philanthropist.  He is known for television shows like "Britain's Got Talent," "American 
Idol" and "The X Factor." Most people think he is naturally successful and always has 
been. Simon told The Daily Mail in 2012, “‘I’ve had many failures. The biggest were at 
times when I believed my own hype. I’d had smaller failures, signing bands that didn’t 
work, but my record company going bust, that was the first big one.” Today his net worth 
is $95 million. 
 
Today personal flaws are called "moral failures." Somehow fallible people just can't see 
past their own failures and deny or project them on to others.  

 
It's easier to criticize the errors others have made  
because it makes us feel better about ourselves. 

 
That doesn't justify the criticism, though. We are all flawed in some way… many ways! 



 
Risky Mistakes 
We all make mistakes or fail at times. Nobody is perfect. Know this; you will make 
mistakes. You have to learn to forgive yourself. Others’ criticism will hurt if you are 
already beating on yourself.  Your mistakes aren't permanent. You are NOT the mistakes 
you have made. You are not a failure.  You are what you have learned and have grown 
from your mistakes.  
 
You are also not alone in making mistakes.  History records many failed attempts by 
people who went on to rewrite their life stories.  For instance, not every product Henry 
Ford produced was a success - he led five failed businesses.  RH Macy failed seven times 
at business before founding his massive department store. Soichiro Honda was rejected 
by the Toyota Motor Company, was broke for many years then founded Honda Motors.  
 
Author JK Rowling said, “You might never fail on the scale I did, but it is impossible to 
live without failing at something, unless you live so cautiously that you might as well not 
have lived at all—in which case, you fail by default." 
 
Have you ever heard of a failed rice cooker inventor named Akio Morita? He and his 
partners persisted... and founded Sony Corporation. 
 
"...not every success story is based on perseverance alone. There's also the art of the 
failure." -Ekaterina Walter in Inc. Magazine 
 
You mishandled money... so did financial guru Dave Ramsey. 
You used foul language at an inappropriate time… so did General George Patton. 
You were condemned by political leaders... so was Benjamin Franklin. 
You broke the law... so did Matthew McConaughey and Mark Wahlberg. 
You went through a divorce... so did Ronald Reagan. 
None of these people are identified with their checkered pasts because they reinvented 
themselves and stopped identifying themselves by their mistakes. 

 
You have failed, but you aren't a failure unless you choose to be.  

 
Tell me: 
-What terribly failed attempt to develop a drug to grow hair on men has changed the 
romantic lives of millions? Answer: Viagra. 
-Who was dropped by her record label (after only 3 months) and now is worth over $59 
million? Answer: Lady Gaga. 
-What popular product on your table failed as a bland substitute for hospital food? 
Answer: Kellogg's Corn Flakes. 
-Who was abandoned by his mother as a baby, killed a government official and 
eventually led his people to freedom? Answer: Moses. 
-Who led the league in strikeouts when Babe Ruth led in Home Runs? Answer: Babe 
Ruth. 
 



"You are your own worst enemy. If you can learn to stop expecting impossible perfection 
in yourself and others, you may find the happiness that has always eluded you." 
-Lisa Kleypas, Love in the Afternoon (The Hathaways, #5) 
 
 
Pocket Change 
Lasting leaders know they have to have accomplished much within their followers to be 
allowed to show their flaws. It takes trust and transparency to create authenticity with 
your people.  
 
"It is important to remember that it takes a long time to earn trust; it builds over time. The 
flipside is that you can lose it quickly." –Top Ten Traits of Great Leaders, by Robert 
Hewes, PhD 
 
Who was your favorite president or prime minister? They had flaws that you are aware 
of, but you were willing to overlook their flaws for the value you received. John Maxwell 
calls it having, "change in your pocket." 
 
Here is how that works. If you know you are going to make mistakes (and you will), you 
have to do enough good for people that they will be willing to overlook the flaws.  The 
good things you do, the care you show, and the successes you share are pocket change 
you can "spend" when bad decisions are made.  
 
Tom Landry had one of the worst first seasons in professional sports. But he had a 
reputation that was worth giving him more chances (pocket change). He holds the record 
for the most wins as a pro coach. Years after his death he is a legend among Dallas 
Cowboys fans.  
 
Not every song John Lennon wrote was a hit.  But he had enough songs that were 
overwhelming hits - pocket change - that they carried on.  Today he is remembered by his 
fans as one of the greatest musicians of all time. 
 
Not every product Steve Jobs created was a success. He invented the MacIntosh 
computer (pocket change), but the Newton, a personal data assist device, was a sales flop. 
But he had enough success with Apple Computers that the board of directors brought him 
back to run the company in troubled times. Home Depot did the same with founder 
Bernie Marcus during a downturn in profits. 
 
All of these people had "pocket change" that they were able to use in difficult times. 
 
What actions are you taking to accumulate change in your pocket? How can you pour 
yourself and your leadership into others so they follow you? How can you accumulate 
“change” with others because of what they are receiving from your guidance? 

 
Without pocket change, you're broke! 

 



See-Thru 
How are you being transparent with your team so they know and follow you, flaws and 
all? 
 
"In an Internet marketing world that has spawned some shady marketers, Pat Flynn (of 
Smart Passive Income) has separated himself as a transparent leader. Pat shares how 
much he earns from products, advertising, and clients on his blog posts, highlighting how 
he has succeeded – and failed." - John Hall, CEO of Influence & Co. in Forbes.com. 
 
"We must take off our masks of perceived perfection or greater importance and we must 
become transparent with people." 
-Ed Waken, "Transparent Leaders: ReTooling Leadership 7" 
 

Be someone who cares about your people.  
If you don't, they will find someone else who will! 

 
Robert Hewes also writes, "People do want to follow and accomplish great things. All 
else being equal, a trusted leader will get more from his people and have a stronger 
following. Be someone people can trust."  
 
Easy Action Steps:  Do you want to reinvent your organization? Start with yourself.  
1. Forgive yourself for both your mistakes, and those of others. 
2. Reinvent the way you see failure and yourself.  
3. Start collecting “change in your pocket” at every opportunity. 
4. Be real, authentic, trustworthy and transparent with everyone in (and outside of) the 
organization. 
 
Remember...  Nobody is perfect! 
	
"Every strike brings me closer to the next home run." -George Herman "Babe" Ruth 
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